
Budget Committee 

Council Chambers, 2nd Floor, City Hall 

Tuesday, February 13, 2018, 5:30 p.m. 

TO: MEMBERS OF THE BUDGET COMMITTEE  

Mayor F. Tolmie  Councillor B. Swanson 
Councillor C. Warren Councillor C. Froese 
Councillor D. Luhning Councillor D. Mitchell 
Councillor S. McMann 

Please be advised that His Worship, Mayor Tolmie, has called a Budget 
Committee meeting on Tuesday, February 13, 2018 at 5:30 p.m. in City Council 
Chambers, in order to deal with the following: 

AGENDA 

1. Tabled Motion re: Automated Meter Infrastructure:
“THAT Council approve $50,000 to engage the services of a consultant to 
support the development of a water meter replacement program with 
funding from the carryover in WW-1.”

2. Report dated February 7, 2018 from the Engineering Department, re: Two-
Tiered Fee Structure for Landfill.

3. Report dated February 3, 2018 from the Engineering and Parks and 
Recreation Departments, re: 2017 Capital Budget Carry Forward Amount 
Amendments.

4. Report dated December 27, 2017 from the Financial Services Department, 
re: Utility Rate Review.

5. Report dated December 15, 2017 from the Financial Services, re: 
Designation of 2018 Gas Tax Projects.

6. Report dated January 17, 2018 from the Financial Services, re: Shortfall in 
the General Capital Reserve portion of the Capital Budget. 
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February 13, 2018 

Budget Committee Agenda 
 

 
7. Unfunded Capital Budget – verbal overview to be provided. 

 
Referred Matters: 

 
8. Report (Communication #97) dated December 4, 2017 from the City 

Manager, re:  Operating and Capital Budget Estimates.  (Please bring the 
budget binders distributed with this communication.)   

 
Tabled Matters: 

 
9. Report dated December 12, 2017 from the Financial Services Department, 

re:  Operating and Capital Budget Approval Process.  (Please bring 
report.) 
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COMMUNICATION #NA 
 

TITLE:  Two-Tier Fee Structure – City Landfill 
 
TO:  Budget Committee 
 
FROM:  Engineering Department 
 
DATE:  February 7, 2018 
 
PUBLIC:  Public Information    
 
IN-CAMERA:  Not applicable to this report  

 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
     1)  THAT the City implement a uniform commercial tipping fee of $72/tonne. 
 
JUSTIFICATION FOR IN-CAMERA 
 
Not applicable to this report. 
 
TOPIC AND PURPOSE 
 
To inform Council of Saskatchewan municipal landfill fee structures and practices 
regarding local and non-local customer use. 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
At the January 29, 2018 Budget Committee meeting, the Committee passed the 
following motion: 
 
THAT Administration prepare a report for Budget Committee regarding the possible 
implementation of a two-tier fee structure – local and non-local – for the deposit of 
commercial waste at the City landfill. 
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There are fourteen cities in the Province of Saskatchewan.  Most of these cities operate 
landfills, independently or as regional authorities, while two of the cities utilize a private 
landfill.  There are several different types of rate structures and practices in place at 
these facilities.  Following is a table presenting this information.  Please note there are 
some gaps in the information that was either unable to be gathered at the time of this 
report or is unknown in the particular municipality. 
 
 
SK Landfills Residential 

Flat Rate 
(1/2 ton) 

Commercial 
Tipping Fee 

(tonne) 

Out of 
Town/Region 
Tipping Fee 

Total tonnage 
per person in 

a year 

% tonnage 
non-local 

Saskatoon  $15 
(150 kg) 

$15 + $105 None Not available Not available 

Regina  $10 
(200 kg) 

$85 None 0.98 Not available 

Prince 
Albert  

$10.50 
(150 kg) 

$67 $21/$134 1.69 Not available 

Moose Jaw $10 $60 $16/$79 1.39 11.4% 

Swift 
Current  

$10 $80 None 2.12 Not available 

Yorkton  $6.50 
(500 kg) 

$6.50 + $55 $6.50 + $80 2.01 
 

13.7% 

North 
Battleford 

$5 + 
$83.75/tonne 

$5 + $125 None 1.11 Not available 

Estevan  $10 $46 None 1.30 Not available 

Warman  $12 + 
$105/tonne 

$12 + 
$105/tonne 

None Private Private 

Weyburn $10 $46 $17/capita 1.61 Not available 

Martensville $12 + 
$105/tonne 

$12 + 
$105/tonne 

None Private Private 

Humboldt $20 $40 (1 t)/$60 
(3 t) 

Not 
applicable 

See below Not applicable 

Melfort $10 
(100 kg) 

$10 + $30 $15/$15 + 
$100 

Not available Not available 

Meadow 
Lake 

$85/tonne $85 $200 Not available Not available 

 
Saskatoon, Regina, Swift Current, North Battleford, Estevan, Warman and Martensville 
do not charge different rates to non-local customers.  These single tier fee cities all 
charge a higher rate than our local rate with the exception of Estevan. 
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Yorkton and Melfort charge a higher rate to out-of-town customers. 
 
Weyburn does allow out of town use at their normal tipping rate but requires 
participating towns/communities to pay an annual amount equal to $17 per person in 
the town/community. 
 
Prince Albert operates within the North Central Saskatchewan Waste Management 
Company (NCSWMC) as a non-profit corporation owned by twelve municipalities in 
North Central Saskatchewan.  The NCSWMC is run by a seven member Board of 
Directors.  All other users of their landfill pay a higher tipping fee. 
 
Humboldt operates within the Regional Authority of Carlton Trail (REACT).  REACT serves 
thirty-one urban and sixteen rural municipalities with a population of approximately 
26,000.  Their commercial tipping fees are based on the size of the vehicle as they do 
not have a scale to weigh incoming waste. 
 
Meadow Lake operates within the Northwest Regional Waste Management Authority 
(NWRWMA).  The NWRWMA serves five municipalities.  These founding members all 
contributed equity dollars in addition to borrowing on a line of credit.  All other users of 
their landfill pay a higher tipping fee. 
 
It is clear from this review that there is no ‘standard’ approach to landfill rate structures. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
Moose Jaw currently charges tipping fees on a two-tier system.  
  

• In 2016, these rates were $40/tonne local and $79/tonne non-local.   
• In 2017, these rates were $60/tonne local and $79/tonne non-local.   
• The current motion is $69/tonne local and $89/tonne non-local. 

 
Based on the chart provided in the background above, the impact of tiered rates is 
non-conclusive on tonnage received from non-local sources.  The spectrum of 
possibilities can be summed up as follows: 
 

• Increased non-local rates reduce the tonnage of non-local waste to the landfill. 
• Increased non-local rates have no impact on the tonnage of non-local waste. 
• Increased non-local rates increase the tonnage of non-local waste to the landfill. 
• Uniform rates reduce the tonnage of non-local waste to the landfill. 
• Uniform rates have no impact on the tonnage of non-local waste to the landfill. 
• Uniform rates increase the tonnage of non-local waste to the landfill. 

 
Without empirical evidence on the impact of tiered rates, it would appear the most 
probable options are: 
 

1) Increased non-local rates reduce the tonnage of non-local waste to the landfill. 
2) Uniform rates increase the tonnage of non-local waste to the landfill. 
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At this time, there is no way of knowing the impact of a change on the Moose Jaw 
landfill and its specific situation until a change is implemented. 
 
In 2017, the landfill received 47,000 tonnes of waste of which 11.4% or 5,400 tonnes was 
non-local.  This amounts to $426,600 in annual revenue or an additional $102,600 above 
our local base rate.   
 
In order to provide Council with an order of magnitude figure, it could be assumed an 
increased rate would reduce tonnage from non-local sources.  If all of this tonnage was 
turned away through refusal of service or by a high non-local rate, the landfill could 
gain, over a five year period, an additional six months of airspace.   
 
The potential loss of that revenue associated with non-local sources over five years of 
operation results in a loss of $513,000 plus interest loss of $48,000 to $100,000 for a total 
loss of $561,000 to $613,000.  
 
Given that the expected lifespan is five to six years currently, the City likely has sufficient 
time to source, seek approval and construct a solid waste management facility.  
Generating the capital (through rates) to fund solid waste management (landfill) should 
be the primary concern. 
 
Again, there is not enough data to establish a firm relationship between rising rates and 
their effect on non-local waste.  
 
While a tiered rate provides the opportunity to address funding capital challenge, the 
approach may also negatively impact any potential ability to access Provincial dollars 
in consideration of future construction activities. 
 
Enforcement of non-local users also presents a challenge; enforcement is logistically 
difficult or near impossible.  Based on the other city reporting on non-local revenues, the 
percentages are similar, leaving little room for improvement in the enforcement system.  
It appears any increase in associated revenue would be negligible.    
 
It is Administration’s recommendation that a single blended rate of $72/tonne be 
established.  This is consistent with managing the solid waste utility as a utility; providing 
for full cost recovery of all operational and capital expenses regardless of the source of 
the waste.  It also alleviates potential fluctuations in revenue between local and non-
local waste that could negatively impact the cost recovery model and further reduces 
administrative time to manage. 
 
If Council chooses to implement a tiered rate, it is recommended any amount over 
$72/tonne collected be applied as follows: 
 

1) Transferred to reserves for the solid waste utility to offset future capital costs. 

2) Transferred to general reserve, through a mechanism such as a franchise fee, 
for the benefit of all who reside in the City of Moose Jaw. 
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OPTIONS TO RECOMMENDATION 
 

1) THAT the City implement a tiered rate of $69/tonne local and $89/tonne non-
local where associated revenues over the cost recovery amount are transferred 
to the solid waste reserve. 

2) THAT the City implement a tiered rate of $69/tonne local and $89/tonne non-
local where associated revenues over the cost recovery amount are transferred 
to the general reserve. 

PUBLIC AND/OR STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT 
 
Not applicable to this report. 
 
COMMUNICATION PLAN 
 
Not applicable to this report. 
 
STRATEGIC PLAN 
 
Not applicable to this report. 
 
OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN 
 
Not applicable to this report. 
 
BYLAW OR POLICY IMPLICATIONS 
 
Not applicable to this report. 
 
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
As outlined in the Discussion section.  
 
PRIVACY IMPLICATIONS 
 
Not applicable to this report. 
 
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS/IMPLICATIONS 
 
Not applicable to this report. 
 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
 
Public Notice pursuant to the Public Notice Policy as incorporated into the City 
Administration Bylaw No. 5175 of 2016 is not required. 
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PRESENTATION 
(Please indicate with an “X” if any/or none of these will be supporting the Department 
report.) 
 
VERBAL:  X  AUDIO/VISUAL:   NONE: 
 
ATTACHMENTS 
 
Not applicable to this report. 
 
Respectfully Submitted By, 
 
Darrin Stephanson 
         
Darrin Stephanson/Municipal Operations Manager 
 
 
 
APPROVAL OF REPORT RECEIVED     COMMENTS RECEIVED 
 
 
 
Josh Mickleborough 
________________________________________ 
Josh Mickleborough/Director of Engineering 
 
 
Myron Gulka-Tiechko 
__________________________________________  
Myron Gulka-Tiechko, Acting City Manager 
 
 
Fraser Tolmie 
_________________________________________ 
Fraser Tolmie, Mayor 
 
 
 
 
To be completed by the Clerk’s Department only. 
 
Presented to Regular Council or Executive Committee on _____________________________________________________. 
 
No. _________________________         Resolution No. _________________________________________________ 
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COMMUNICATION #NA 
 
 

TITLE: 2017 Capital Budget Carry Forward Amount Amendments 
 
TO:  Budget Committee 
 
FROM:  Parks and Recreation and Engineering Departments 
 
DATE:  February 3, 2018 
 
PUBLIC:  Public Document    
 
IN-CAMERA:  Not Applicable to this Report. 

 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
THAT the Parks and Recreation and Engineering Departments’ 2017 Capital Budget 
carry forward amounts be amended as outlined in this report. 
 
JUSTIFICATION FOR IN-CAMERA 
 
Not applicable to this report. 
 
TOPIC AND PURPOSE 
 
The purpose of this report is to present Budget Committee with updated 2017 Capital 
Budget carry forward amounts for approval. 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
City of Moose Jaw Department Heads received the Call for Estimates - 2018 Operating 
and Capital Budgets on September 5, 2017. Preparation, review and revision of budgets 
took place from September 7 to October 31, 2017, with final submission on November 1, 
2017. Included in the 2018 Capital Budget submission were 2017 Capital carry forward 
amount requests. These requests were based on the status of 2017 Capital projects at 
the time of submission. 
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DISCUSSION 
 
At the time of 2018 Capital Budget submission, a number of Parks & Recreation and 
Engineering projects were ongoing. Changes in completion dates from those 
anticipated at the time of budget submission require the following amendments be 
made to ensure funding remains in place to complete the projects: 
 
 

 
 
A number of the projects have been completed and are awaiting invoicing in order to 
close the project. The remaining projects will be completed in 2018. 
 
 
OPTIONS TO RECOMMENDATION 
 

1. That the 2017 Capital Budget carry forward amounts not be amended. 
 

2. Alternative direction.  
 

Account Amended Amount 
  
PARKS & RECREATION  
PR-11   Library/Art Museum $56,000 
PR-23   General Upgrades - Parks $86,438 
PR-49   Rosedale Cemetery Improvements $76,617 
PR-52   Pathway Development $3,304 
PR-59   Special Needs Upgrades $21,649 
PR-64   City Hall $60,858 
PR-65   Community Projects $25,540 
PR-68   Parks Dedication Reserve $4,625 
  
ENGINEERING  
TR-1  Paved Roads $352,415 
TR-3  Traffic Control $650,000 
TR-5  Municipal Airport $7,667 
SS-1  Storm Sewers $514,853 
WW-9  Feeder Mains $85,000 
WW-16  BPWTP Transmission Line $7,103,139 
WW-17  Cast Iron Watermain Replacement $3,576,804 
S-1  Sanitary Sewers $34,000 
S-3  Wastewater Treatment Plant – Clarifier Covers $503,252 
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PUBLIC AND/OR STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT 
 
Not applicable to this report. 
 
COMMUNICATION PLAN 
 
All of City Council’s deliberations on the budget occur in public in City Council 
Chambers. The only exceptions would be confidential matters that fall under part III of 
the LAFOIP Act. The citizens of Moose Jaw are encouraged to attend any of these 
meetings. 
 
STRATEGIC PLAN 
 
Capital projects play a key role in carrying out of the City’s strategic priorities, including 
Community Wellness, Community Safety and Sustainable Community Growth.  
 
OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN 
 
Capital projects play a key role in accomplishing the objectives of the Official 
Community Plan for Moose Jaw including: 
 
9.1  OBJECTIVES 
 

a.) To protect and facilitate the various functions of the provincial highway and 
municipal road systems in the City, in order to enhance and maintain safe and 
efficient traffic movement. 

13.1 OBJECTIVES 

a.) To provide parks and recreation open space sufficient to meet the needs of 
Moose Jaw’s residents, ensuring that these resources are distributed throughout 
the City in a fair and equitable manner. 

BYLAW OR POLICY IMPLICATIONS 
 
Not applicable to this report. 
 
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
The changes to capital carry forwards contained in this report have no impact on the 
overall capital budget as the amounts being set up as carry forwards had previously 
been assumed to have been expended and as a result the opening balance was 
lowered. The end result of setting them up as carry forwards is that they are no longer 
expensed but rather considered an uncompleted work with no net impact to the 
capital budget. 
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PRIVACY IMPLICATIONS 
 
Not applicable to this report. 
 
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS/IMPLICATIONS 
 
Not applicable to this report. 
 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
 
Public Notice pursuant to the Public Notice Policy as incorporated into the City 
Administration Bylaw No. 5175 of 2016 is not required. 
 
PRESENTATION 
 
VERBAL:  X  AUDIO/VISUAL:   NONE: 
 
 
Respectfully Submitted By, 
 
 
Josh Mickleborough 
________________________________________ 
Josh Mickleborough, Director of Engineering Services 
 
 
Ted Schaeffer 
________________________________________ 
Ted Schaeffer, Director of Parks & Recreation 
 
 
APPROVAL OF REPORT RECEIVED    COMMENTS RECEIVED 
 
 
 
Myron Gulka-Tiechko 
________________________________________ 
Myron Gulka-Tiechko, Acting City Manager 
 
 
Fraser Tolmie 
________________________________________ 
Fraser Tolmie, Mayor 
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COMMUNICATION #NA 
 
 
 

TITLE:  Utility Rate Review 
 
TO:  Budget Committee 
 
FROM:  Department of Financial Services 
 
DATE:  December 27, 2017 
 
PUBLIC:  Public Document   
 
IN-CAMERA:  Not applicable to this report. 

 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
THAT the Waterworks Utility Rate Schedule be amended to reflect a 15% rate increase effective 
May 1st, 2018; and further 
 
THAT the Sanitary Sewer Utility Rate Schedule be amended to reflect a 6% rate increase 
effective May 1st, 2018; and further 
 
THAT City Administration be directed to amend Bylaw N0. 5152 The Sewer and Water Utility 
Bylaw. 
 
TOPIC AND PURPOSE 
 
The purpose of this report is to provide Budget Committee with the results of an analysis of Water 
and Sewer Utility rates. 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
The City of Moose Jaw provides water and sanitary sewer services to the citizens and businesses 
of the community via two separate utilities. The Waterworks Utility is setup to be a self-funded 
utility that provides potable water to the citizens and businesses of the City of Moose Jaw. 
Likewise, the Sanitary Sewer Utility is also self-funded and provides sanitary sewer disposal 
services to the citizens and businesses of Moose Jaw. 
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Waterworks Utility 
 
The Waterworks Utility’s Operating Expenditures are fully funded from the revenue it generates 
from utility rate charges to its customers. The excess of utility rate revenues, once operating 
expenditures have been satisfied, is contributed as a reserve charge to be utilized to fund its 
capital needs. It is estimated that the Waterworks Utility will generate approximately $1,530,363 in 
2018 towards these capital needs.  
 

 
 
 
The Waterworks Utility is also the recipient of the City’s Gas Tax funding which will total an 
estimated $2,033,041 in 2018. In addition to this funding, the City currently redirects 8.15% of 
municipal taxation to the utility to partially fund the cast iron watermain replacement program. 
This appropriation of tax revenues totals $2,193,874. In summary, for 2018 the following are the 
anticipated funding sources for the utilities capital needs: 
 

 
 
The capital needs of the Waterworks Utility are estimated to be $134,654.432 over the next five 
years. The monies available to fund the utilities capital needs over the next five years represent 
approximately 21% of planned expenditures. 
 
Sanitary Sewer Utility 
 
The Sanitary Sewer Utility is estimated to generate $3,427,767 in 2018 as a reserve charge which 
will be utilized to fund current borrowings and future capital needs. The Sanitary Sewer Utility is a 
self-funded utility which means it relies on the revenue generated from utility rate charges and 
grant funding to fully fund its operations and capital needs. 
 

De scrip tio n
2017

Pro je c tio n
2017

Bud g e t
2018

Bud g e t
2018 - 2017
INC (DCR)

% Cha ng e

GENERAL SERVICE 9,325,000 9,320,590 9,500,000 179,410 1.9%
UTILITY BILLING PENALTIES 41,656 36,941 42,438 5,497 14.9%
CONNECTION FEES 60,290 66,600 65,025 (1,575) (2.4)%
WATER DEPOTS 30,050 31,873 27,361 (4,512) (14.2)%
HOUSE CONNECTIONS 225,000 81,835 250,000 168,165 205.5%
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUE 3,328 5,700 5,700 0 0.0%
WATER METER REVENUE 18,000 29,000 29,000 0 0.0%
REVENUES 9,703,324 9,572,539 9,919,524 346,985 3.6%
PRODUCTION 2,631,487 2,510,137 3,118,271 608,134 24.2%
DISTRIBUTION 3,840,702 3,757,669 3,933,184 175,515 4.7%
ADMINISTRATION 1,386,188 1,362,795 1,337,706 (25,089) (1.8)%
RESERVE CHARGE 1,844,947 1,941,938 1,530,363 (411,575) (21.2)%
EXPENDITURES 9,703,324 9,572,539 9,919,524 346,985 3.6%

City of Moose Jaw
Budget Summary of Revenues & Expenditures

For Waterworks

Utility Rate Charges 1,530,363         
Gas Tax Funding 2,033,041         
Municipal Taxation 2,193,874         

Total Funds for Capital Needs 5,757,278$       
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The Sanitary Sewer Utility has planned capital expenditures over the next five years of 
$31,515,715. The monies available to fund the utilities capital needs over the next five years 
represent approximately 54% of planned expenditures. 
 
 
The table below shows the City of Moose Jaw’s Water and Sewer rate increases since 2005: 

 
Historical Review of Utility Rate Increases 

 
Water    Sewer 

2005    2.00%      2.00% * 
2006    2.00%       2.00% * 
2007    5.00%  10.00% 
2008  10.00%  15.00% 
2009  10.00%  15.00% 
2010    5.00%  13.00% 
2011  15.00%  15.00% 
2012    9.00%      9.00% 
2013    9.00%     9.00% 
2014    9.00%     9.00% 
2015    9.00%     9.00% 
2016    9.00%     9.00% 
2017   15.00%     6.00% 
 

* Note: Rate increases during the 2002 to 2006 period were not a flat across-the-board 
increase, but rather were made up of varying rate increases per type of meter and level of 
consumption. The increase shown is the average projected increase per Communication 
#178 dated July 11, 2001. 

 
REPORT 
 
The Water and Sewer Utilities are both facing expenditure pressures on the operating side as well 
as significant capital expenditure pressures.  
 
  

De scrip tio n
2017

Pro je c tio n
2017

Bud g e t
2018

Bud g e t
2018 - 2017
INC (DCR)

% Cha ng e

GENERAL SERVICE 7,317,000 7,126,644 7,370,000 243,356 3.4%
SEWER BLOCKS 4,367 2,300 4,663 2,363 102.7%
UTILITY BILLING PENALTIES 39,838 33,777 40,127 6,350 18.8%
SEPTAGE FEES 17,101 25,000 21,171 (3,829) (15.3)%
HOUSE CONNECTIONS 252,000 99,352 275,000 175,648 176.8%
REVENUES 7,630,306 7,287,073 7,710,961 423,888 5.8%
ADMINISTRATION 1,008,831 991,686 994,790 3,104 0.3%
RESERVE CHARGE 3,520,681 3,157,237 3,427,767 270,530 8.6%
SEWAGE TREATMENT 1,885,432 2,012,875 2,119,753 106,878 5.3%
SANITARY SEWERS 1,215,362 1,125,275 1,168,651 43,376 3.9%
EXPENDITURES 7,630,306 7,287,073 7,710,961 423,888 5.8%

City of Moose Jaw
Budget Summary of Revenues & Expenditures

For Sanitary Sewer
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Waterworks Utility 
 
The Water Utility in particular is facing increased costs in the production and distribution areas. In 
2018, production costs are up 24.2% and the majority of this increase relates to higher costs for 
potable water from the Buffalo Pound Water Treatment Corporation (BPWTC). These higher costs 
are the result of the new entity (BPWTC) now being responsible for all capital costs related to the 
facility. In order to fund an estimated $140 million refurbishment project, significant increases in 
the water rates are planned over the next number of years. Below is a history of recent and 
planned future rate increases: 
 

 
 
The second area of the Water Utility facing significant cost pressures is the distribution area which 
in 2018 is budgeting for a 4.7% increase in costs. A major component of these costs is distribution 
main repair which is budgeted at $1,783,556 or 45% of the overall distribution budget. This is 
primarily related to increased distribution repair costs related to the aging cast iron watermains 
within the city. This cost has increased 348% since 2010 when it was $398,191.  
 
The end result of these major cost increases in both production and distribution costs is a 
significant reduction in the excess revenue that the utility produces from operations. All of this 
excess revenue goes directly to funding the infrastructure replacement needs of the utility. 
 
In terms of the infrastructure needs of the utility, they total $134,654,432 and they are detailed in 
Attachment #1 2018 to 2022 Waterworks Planned Capital Expenditures. This is an extreme 
amount of capital works for a utility of this size (annual revenue approx. $10 million).  
 
The Financial Services Department has created a Financial Model for the Waterworks Utility that 
puts into perspective the extreme financial pressures being faced by the utility. This Model can 
be found in Attachment #2 2018 to 2022 Waterworks Financial Model. 
 
As can be seen, the financial model calls for $75 million in borrowing as well as 15% annual rate 
increases and transition of the Hospital Levy to a Waterworks Levy beginning in 2019. 

 
The one thing this financial model does not take into account is the potential for any 
Federal/Provincial Grant funding. If the City were successful in getting Federal/Provincial 
funding, this would reduce some of the borrowing need as well as rate increases. The 
uncertainty around Federal/Provincial funding and its impact on future utility rates would make it 
seem prudent to approve a 2018 utility rate increase and wait to see how things unfold before 
setting a longer term rate structure. 

 
  

Rate per 
megaliter

2015 235.66   
2016 345.00   
2017 428.00   
2018 533.00   
2019 553.25   
2020 600.50   
2021 692.75   
2022 751.00   
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Sanitary Sewer Utility 
 
The Sanitary Sewer Utility is experiencing more moderate cost pressures on its operations than the 
Waterworks Utility. The Sanitary Sewer area is seeing cost increases in the 4 to 5% range for 
Sewage Treatment and Sanitary Sewer expenditures. 
 
In terms of the infrastructure needs of the utility, they total $31,515,715 and are detailed in 
Attachment #3 2018 to 2022 Sanitary Sewer Planned Capital Expenditures. This is a much more 
moderate capital request than the waterworks utility and in addition, long-term borrowing for 
the utility will be fully repaid by 2023. Annual contributions from operations to capital are also 
strong at an estimated $3,427,767 in 2018. 
 
The Financial Services Department has created a Financial Model for the Sanitary Sewer Utility 
that puts into perspective the financial pressures being faced by the utility. This model can be 
found in Attachment #4 2018 to 2022 Wastewater Financial Model. 
 
City Administration would recommend funding the Sanitary Sewer Utility in a method similar to 
the Waterworks Utility. Firstly, starting in 2019 City Administration would propose that an 
Infrastructure Levy of approximately 1/3 that of the Water Utility be put in place to generate 
approximately $595,000 annually. This would provide sustainable funding that would go directly 
to infrastructure rehabilitation. 
 
In addition to the Infrastructure Levy, it is being proposed that annual 6% rate increases will be 
required. It should be noted that without the Infrastructure Levy, rate increases closer to 9% 
annually would be required. 
 
Based upon the financial model, one can see that the utility will generate about $5.4 million 
annually by 2022 which can be put towards infrastructure renewal. It is felt that this level of 
funding should be sufficient to reduce the overdrawn balance of the reserve over time. In the 
interim, the City is utilizing its reserves to fund the annual shortfall until the utility can repay it. 
 
As can be seen from the discussion above, both utilities are facing financial pressures. The 
analysis above has proposed rate increases for each of the next five years for each utility.  
 
The uncertainty surrounding these financial models relates to: 
 

• Scope of work that must be performed over the next five years. 
• Federal/Provincial Infrastructure Funding. 

 
Given these uncertainties and the obvious need for a utility increase for 2018, City Administration 
would recommend to Council to proceed with a 2018 increase only at this point in time.  
 
The rate adjustments recommended in this report are necessary for the utilities to be able to 
meet their financial obligations and continue to provide water and sanitary sewer services.  
 
A comparison of other cities’ 2017 rates for both residential and commercial usage is provided in 
Attachment #5 2017 Utility Rate Comparison. As can be seen, the City of Moose Jaw has the fifth 
lowest residential rates and the fourth lowest commercial rates amongst the cities surveyed.  
 
Also of specific interest is the water and sewer rates of Moose Jaw’s closest comparator, that 
being the City of Regina. The City of Regina’s 2017 water and sewer rates are compared to the 
City of Moose Jaw’s in attached table.  The City of Regina’s residential water charges are 29% 
more than Moose Jaw’s and its commercial water & sewer charge is approximately 36% more 
than Moose Jaw’s. It is important to note that both Regina and Moose Jaw receive their treated 
water from the same source that being the Buffalo Pound Water Treatment Plant which they 
both own proportionately. 
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The City of Moose Jaw’s water and sewer charge for a residential customer with a 20 mm meter 
and 25 M3 of usage a month is $101.91. The proposed rate increases will result in this same 
residential customer paying $113.03 for water and sewer services in 2018 based upon the 
proposed rate increases in this report. This is a cumulative overall increase of 10.9%.  Although this 
is a significant increase in cost, it should be noted that the cost of water and sewer services is still 
reasonable when compared to the monthly charges that one pays for electricity, natural gas, 
cable and telephone.   
 
City Administration is recommending only a one-year utility rate increase be implemented at this 
time. The rationale for this recommendation is twofold. First of all the capital plans for both utilities 
are subject to fluctuation into the future and secondly the City is hopeful it will receive some 
Federal/Provincial funding over the next five years. For these reasons, a rate increase of 15% for 
the Waterworks Utility and 6% for the Sanitary Sewer Utility effective May 1st, 2018 is being 
recommended. 
  
OPTIONS TO RECOMMENDATION      
 
1) Implement a five-year utility rate increase of 15% annually for waterworks and 6% annually for 

Sanitary Sewer. 

PUBLIC AND/OR STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT 
 
As part of the City’s public input process, individuals or groups can present a submission to 
Budget Committee in respect to proposed utility rate increases. At this point, no groups or 
individuals have come forward but if any do, they will be allowed to present at this meeting.  
 
COMMUNICATION PLAN 
 
Once a decision on 2018 utility rate increases have been ratified City Administration will inform 
the public of the upcoming increases through advertising as well as an insert in utility bills. 
 
In addition, as part of the communications plan for this rate increase, the City will make every 
effort to inform our customers about the Water Instalment Payment Plan (WIPPS) that the City 
offers. This plan allows customers to move from the regular three month billing and payment 
cycle to a monthly payment cycle which is done electronically. The move from quarterly to 
monthly billings under the WIPPS plan allows customers to be charged a more manageable 
monthly bill rather than facing a larger bill every three months.  Currently about 14% of the City’s 
Water & Sewer customers take advantage of the monthly payment plan. 
 
STRATEGIC PLAN 
 
Developing an appropriate utility rate structure forms the basis for the carrying out of the City’s 
strategic and administrative plans as they relate to both the waterworks and sanitary sewer 
utilities.  This funding mechanism also provides for the funding necessary to move forward with 
infrastructure renewal and supports the administrative strategic theme of enhancing 
infrastructure planning and management. 
 
OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN 
 
Not applicable to this report. 
 
BYLAW OR POLICY IMPLICATIONS 
 
The approval of the recommendation in this report will result in the need to amend the rate 
schedule in BYLAW N0. 5152 The Sewer and Water Utility Bylaw. 
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FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
The proposed rate increases for the Waterworks Utility and the Sanitary Sewer Utility will generate 
annually approximately $1,282,500 and $397,980 respectively. 
 
PRIVACY IMPLICATIONS 
 
Not applicable to this report. 
  
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS/IMPLICATIONS 
 
There are no official community plan, privacy implications or other considerations. 
 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
 
Public Notice pursuant to the Public Notice Policy as incorporated into the City Administration 
Bylaw No. 5175 of 2016 is not required. 
 
PRESENTATION 
 
VERBAL:   X AUDIO/VISUAL:   NONE: 
 
ATTACHMENTS 
 
1) 2018 to 2022 Waterworks Planned Capital Expenditures. 

2) 2018 to 2022 Waterworks Financial Model.  

3) 2018 to 2022 Sanitary Sewer Planned Capital Expenditures.  

4) 2018 to 2022 Wastewater Financial Model 

5) 2017 Utility Rate Comparison 

 
 
Respectfully Submitted By, 
 
 
 
 Brian Acker     
Brian Acker, B.Comm., CPA, CMA 
Director of Financial Services 
 
 
APPROVAL OF REPORT RECEIVED     COMMENTS RECEIVED 
 
 
 
_______Not Applicable_________________________________ 
Name/Title of Department Head 
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 Myron Gulka-Tiechko     
Matt Noble, City Manager (Acting) 
 
 
 
 Fraser Tolmie     
Fraser Tolmie, Mayor 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To be completed by the Clerk’s Department only. 
 
Presented to Regular Council or Executive Committee on _____________________________________________________. 
 
No. _________________________         Resolution No. _________________________________________________ 
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COMMUNICATION #NA 
 
 
 

TITLE:  Designation of 2018 Gas Tax Projects 
 
TO:  Budget Committee 
 
FROM:  Department of Financial Services 
 
DATE:  December 15, 2017 
 
PUBLIC:  Public Document   
 
IN-CAMERA:  Not applicable to this report. 

 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
THAT Capital project WW-5 BPWTP Upgrades and WW-9 Feeder Lines be designated as the City 
of Moose Jaw’s 2018 Municipal Gas Tax Funded programs. 
 
 
TOPIC AND PURPOSE 
 
The purpose of this report is to request Budget Committee to designate the 2018 Municipal Gas 
Tax Projects to which the 2018 Gas Tax funding will be applied. 
 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
The Gas Tax Fund (GTF) was launched in 2005 by the Federal Government in an effort to provide 
predictable and sustainable funding for municipal infrastructure. It has subsequently been 
renewed a number of times and the current program runs through 2019. The program is 
anticipated to run indefinitely and provide a reliable source of infrastructure funding for many 
years to come. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

City of  

Moose Jaw 
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The City of Moose Jaw has received the following funding under the program to date: 
 

 
As can be seen from the chart above, the Federal Gas Tax Funding program has provided a 
significant contribution to Moose Jaw’s Infrastructure Renewal efforts over the last decade. 
Moose Jaw initially applied the funding to its Wastewater Utility to fund a portion of the 
Wastewater Treatment Plant and since 2013, that funding has been transitioned to the 
Waterworks Utility in order to aide in funding things like the Buffalo Pound Water Treatment Plant 
Upgrades project and Water Distribution Feeder Line Replacement project. 
 
 
REPORT 
 
In 2017, City Council passed the following motion: 
 
 “THAT Capital project WW-5 BPWTP Upgrades and WW-9 Feeder Lines be designated as 

the City of Moose Jaw’s 2017 Municipal Gas Tax Funded programs.” 
 
Therefore for 2018, City Administration would recommend that the City continue to designate 
the Buffalo Pound Water Treatment Plant Upgrades project and Water Distribution Feeder Line 
Replacement project as the City’s Gas Tax Funded projects. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

City of Moose Jaw
History of Federal Gas Tax Funding

Historical Funding:
2005-06 595,387$              
2006-07 595,387$              
2007-08 795,564$              
2008-09 998,631$              
2009-10 2,014,566$          
2010-11 1,934,346$          
2011-12 1,934,346$          
2012-13 1,883,308$          
2013-14 1,883,308$          
2014-15 1,889,963$          
2015-16 1,889,963$          
2016-17 1,983,130$          

18,397,899$        

Future Funding:
2017-18 1,983,130$          
2018-19 2,082,952$          

22,463,981$        
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OPTIONS TO RECOMMENDATION      
 
An alternative option to the recommendation would be to designate one of the other 
Waterworks projects as the designated 2018 Gas Tax project. City Administration would not 
recommend doing this however as these other projects, such as water reservoirs or transmission 
line, may be eligible for Building Canada funding and generally these type of grant programs do 
not allow you to piggyback two grants onto one project. 
 
Also, Council should be cognizant that the funding needs to stay within the Waterworks Utility as 
it has the most fiscal demands of any area of the City. 
 
PUBLIC AND/OR STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT  
 
Not applicable to this report. 
 
COMMUNICATION PLAN 
 
Designated Gas Tax projects are required to provide some form of recognition of Gas Tax 
Funding. This form of this recognition is dictated by the funding agencies and the City will 
comply with any requirements they may have. 
  
STRATEGIC PLAN 
 
Designation of Gas Tax Projects follows the Administrative Strategic theme of enhancing 
Infrastructure Planning and Management. 
 
OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN 
 
Not applicable to this report. 
 
BYLAW OR POLICY IMPLICATIONS 
 
Not applicable to this report. 
 
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
The designation of these two projects for funding under the GTF program will allow for $1,983,130 
in Federal Funding to flow to the City of Moose Jaw’s Waterworks utility to aide in funding 
necessary capital works projects. 
 
PRIVACY IMPLICATIONS 
 
Not applicable to this report. 
  
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS/IMPLICATIONS 
 
There are no public or stakeholder involvement, official community plan, bylaw or policy, or 
privacy implications or other considerations. 
 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
 
Public Notice pursuant to the Public Notice Policy as incorporated into the City Administration 
Bylaw No. 5175 of 2016 is not required. 
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PRESENTATION 
 
VERBAL:   X AUDIO/VISUAL:   NONE: 
 
 
 
Respectfully Submitted By, 
 
 
 
 Brian Acker     
Brian Acker, B.Comm., CPA, CMA 
Director of Financial Services 
 
TW/ 
 
 
APPROVAL OF REPORT RECEIVED     COMMENTS RECEIVED 
 
 
 
_______Not Applicable______________ 
Name/Title of Department Head 
 
 
 
 Myron Gulka-Tiechko     
Matt Noble, City Manager (Acting) 
 
 
 
 Fraser Tolmie     
Fraser Tolmie, Mayor 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To be completed by the Clerk’s Department only. 
 
Presented to Regular Council or Executive Committee on _____________________________________________________. 
 
No. _________________________         Resolution No. _________________________________________________ 
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COMMUNICATION #NA 
 
 
 

TITLE:  Shortfall in the General Capital Reserve portion of the Capital Budget 
 
TO:  Budget Committee 
 
FROM:  Department of Financial Services 
 
DATE:  January 17, 2018 
 
PUBLIC:  Public Document  
 
IN-CAMERA:  Not applicable to this report 

 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
To be a decision of City Council. 
 
TOPIC AND PURPOSE 
 
The purpose of this report is to provide City Council with an overview of the funding shortfall that 
exists within the General Capital Reserve portion of the Capital Budget and to offer potential 
options to rectify this shortfall. 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
The preliminary Capital Budget was presented to City Council on December 18th, 2017. The 
Capital Budget provides for the provision of funds to allow the City of Moose Jaw to undertake 
major construction, renovation and rehabilitation projects. The Capital Budget consists of five 
components, the General Reserve, the Water Utility Reserve, the Sanitary Sewer Utility Reserve, 
the Solid Waste Utility Reserve, and the Land Development Reserve. 
 
The Water Utility Reserve, the Sanitary Sewer Utility Reserve, the Solid Waste Utility Reserve, and 
the Land Development Reserve all have sources of funding such that these reserves will be fully 
funded over a number of years. These reserves have the ability to adjust utility rates or land sale 
pricing to fund their capital needs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

City of  

Moose Jaw 
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General Capital Reserve 

The following table provides a summary of the 2018– 2022 General Capital Reserve component 
of the Capital Budget: 
 

 
 
The General Reserve component of the Capital Budget provides for funding for all the core 
infrastructure projects for the City of Moose Jaw. These projects include sidewalks, pavement 
rehabilitation, bridges, building improvements and general parks upgrades to name only a few.  
 
The source of funding for the General Reserve core infrastructure projects comes from seven 
main sources totalling $44,017,624 over the five year period: 
 

• SPC Municipal Surcharge $15,574,913 
• Hospital Levy $1,968,106 
• General Taxation $4,243,632 
• Investment Income $11,815,000 
• Land Sale Proceeds $8,280,000 
• Parks Dedication Reserve $942,500 
• Fundraising Contributions $1,193,473. 

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 Total

7,085,488$         5,888,331$           (2,706,878)$      (7,739,765)$       (11,911,579)$      (15,494,173)$     
 

3,041,574$         2,818,667$           2,959,600$       3,107,580$        3,262,959$        3,426,107$        15,574,913$         

1,607,000$         1,620,000$           348,106$          -$                      -$                      -$                     1,968,106$           

2,896,306$         3,069,761$           3,161,854$       3,176,359$        3,193,711$        3,289,522$        15,891,207$         

1,225,000$         1,315,000$           2,000,000$       2,600,000$        2,900,000$        3,000,000$        11,815,000$         

1,632,700$         1,530,000$           1,500,000$       1,750,000$        1,750,000$        1,750,000$        8,280,000$           

253,500$            82,500$                305,000$          185,000$           185,000$           185,000$           942,500$             

Federal/Provincial Contributions -$                       -$                         -$                     -$                      -$                      -$                     -$                        

Accumulated Surplus 1,757,769$         -$                         -$                     -$                      -$                      -$                     -$                        

DFFH Capital Contribution -$                       -$                         -$                     -$                      -$                      -$                     -$                        

Fundraising Contributions 656,989$            206,989$              656,989$          329,495$           -$                      -$                     1,193,473$           
Transfer to Waterworks (2,039,376)$        (2,193,874)$          (2,259,690)$      (2,327,481)$       (2,397,305)$       (2,469,225)$       (11,647,575)$        
Uncompleted Works (6,030,143)$        (4,410,115)$          -$                     -$                      -$                      -$                     

12,086,807$        9,927,259$           5,964,981$       1,081,188$        (3,017,214)$       (6,312,769)$       44,017,624$         

6,360,420$         6,138,800$           8,525,100$       8,733,300$        8,993,000$        9,339,000$        41,729,200$         

1,092,485$         1,642,115$           1,741,095$       1,563,220$        1,310,385$        1,049,260$        7,306,075$           

3,913,902$         3,914,222$           2,637,551$       1,875,247$        1,452,574$        1,445,604$        11,325,198$         

-$                       50,000$                50,000$            50,000$             50,000$             50,000$             250,000$             

120,000$            89,000$                51,000$            21,000$             21,000$             21,000$             203,000$             

-$                       -$                         -$                     -$                      -$                      -$                     -$                        

600,000$            800,000$              700,000$          750,000$           650,000$           750,000$           3,650,000$           

12,086,807$        12,634,137$          13,704,746$      12,992,767$       12,476,959$       12,654,864$      64,463,473$         

-$                       (2,706,878)$          (7,739,765)$      (11,911,579)$      (15,494,173)$      (18,967,633)$     

-$                       -$                         -$                     -$                      -$                      -$                     

-$                       (2,706,878)$          (7,739,765)$      (11,911,579)$      (15,494,173)$      (18,967,633)$     

Storm Sewers

Total Funding Required

25% Alloc to Roads & Sidewalks

Final Surplus/Shortfall

Other Services

Police Services

Surplus/Shortfall

Parks and Recreation

Fire Services

Downtown Facility & FieldHouse

Capital Funding Available

Transportation

Carry over from previous year

SPC Funds Available

Capital Expenditure Fund Interest

GENERAL CAPITAL RESERVE SUMMARY

Parks Dedication Reserve

2018 - 2022

Hospital Levy

Land Sale Proceeds

Taxation Revenue
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The General Capital Reserve expenditures provide for the upkeep and replacement of the City’s 
core infrastructure in areas such as streets and roads, storm sewers, parks and recreation. The 
General Capital Reserve also contains the expenditures related to servicing of the borrowing 
costs related to the Multiplex project. The capital request for this area totals $64,463,473. 
 
Since expenditure requests are exceeding revenue sources in the General Reserve, it will be 
necessary to find additional revenues or reduce expenditures in order to maintain a sustainable 
funding program for the General Reserve. The current allotment of capital projects over the next 
five years if carried to fruition will result in an $18,967,633 deficit. Either additional revenue sources 
need to be found or expenditures need to be prioritized with some not being able to occur in 
this five year period. 
 
The General Capital Reserve was impacted significantly by last year’s provincial budget, which 
resulted in a reduction in SPC Municipal Surcharge funding and the implementation of PST on 
construction projects. The table below summarizes the impact on the current five year capital 
plan. 

General Capital Reserve 
  

   
5 years 

GIL Losses 
 

 $         7,574,160  
PST 

  
 $         3,120,000  

   
 $       10,694,160  

 
The remainder of the shortfall that the City is experiencing is related to increased capital 
spending as compared to 5 years ago. The table below highlights those changes. 
 

 
Comparison of General Capital Reserve Expenditures 

 
  

2013 compared to proposed 2018 
 

       
  

2013 
 

2018 Change % 
Transportation       14,414,516  

 
      41,729,200  27,314,684  189% 

Parks and Recreation         4,792,666  
 

        7,306,075  2,513,409  52% 
Other Services       20,593,158  

 
      11,325,198  -9,267,960  -45% 

Police Services           350,000  
 

          250,000  -100,000  -29% 
Fire Services           500,000  

 
          203,000  -297,000  -59% 

DFFH 
 

        1,737,700  
 

                   -    -1,737,700  -100% 
Storm Sewers           991,000  

 
        3,650,000  2,659,000  268% 

  
      43,379,040  

 
      64,463,473  21,084,433  49% 

 
 
The Cities Act reads as follows in respect to the Capital Budget: 
 

“A capital budget is required to include the estimated amount of each of the following 
for a financial year: 

(a) the amount needed to acquire, construct, remove or improve capital 
property; 

(b) the anticipated sources and amounts of money to pay the costs 
described in clause (a).” 

 
As a result, the City is required to balance the 2018 year of the five year capital plan as a 
minimum. 
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In 2017, the City had a similar situation in the General Capital Reserve. The funding to balance 
the General Capital Reserve came from the following: 
 

• City’s accumulated surplus in the amount of $1,757,769. 

• One-time Grant in Lieu mitigation by Province $374,264. 

• One-time additional contribution from Land Development Funds $352,700. 

• One-time use of monies previously reserved for incubator mall $72,033. 

• Shortfall caused by increased Provincial Sales Tax to be managed within existing 
budgets. 

DISCUSSION 
 
The current shortfall in the General Capital Reserve Budget is $2,706,878 in 2018 and $18,967,633 
over the 2018 to 2022 period.  
 
One potential option that is not included below is borrowing. This has not been included 
because the General Capital Reserve simply does not have the long-term funding structure to 
repay borrowing based upon current expenditure levels. In order to borrow would require an 
additional revenue source to be able to repay that borrowing. 
 
Options for addressing this shortfall include: 
 
One-Time Funding: 
 
An option for funding the General Capital Reserve shortfall is the use of one-time monies. 
Currently identified sources of funds would include: 
 

• Current available accumulated surplus monies $813,791. 

• Estimated 2017 Operating Budget surplus monies $800,000.* 

• Land Development Funds.** 

• Traffic Safety Initiative Reserve funds approximately $1,150,000. 

*  Note: The $800,000 would be an estimate of the 2017 surplus as it is extremely early on in the year-end 
process. A large portion of this surplus would come from savings in snow operations in 2017. Should this 
estimate be inaccurate, there is the risk that the annual 5% of Operating Budget portion of the 
accumulated surplus would have to be reduced if the projected surplus does not materialize which 
leaves us with less of a cushion for years when the City does have a deficit. 

 
**  The current General Capital Reserve portion of the Capital Budget has $8,280,000 allocated to it from 

land development funds. This allocation is sustainable based upon projections of future land 
development costs and the subsequent proceeds from those sales. Drawdowns above this level are 
not sustainable. 

 
Use of the one-time monies identified above could satisfy the 2018 shortfall, but they do not 
address the overall issue of expenditures exceeding revenues on an annual basis. 
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Additional Funding Sources: 
 
Another option for funding the shortfall in the General Capital Reserve Budget is to develop 
additional funding sources. 
 

• Increase the effort in lobbying for Federal and Provincial grant funding. This is a longer 
term solution but one that if successful would help alleviate the shortfalls. 

• Increase the municipal mill rate with each 1% generating $269,187 and directing that to 
the General Capital Reserve. The City has done this in the past and there is currently 
$875,887 in municipal taxation directed to the General Capital Reserve. 

• Establish an infrastructure levy on the same basis as the hospital levy and implement 
starting in 2018. The table below shows the funds that could be generated from such a 
levy if done on the same basis as the hospital levy. 

      
Funds Generated from an Infrastructure Levy 

    Levy 
 

Funds 
 

  
Generated 

  $      25  
 

 $     421,875  
  $      50  

 
 $     843,750  

  $      75  
 

 $  1,265,625  
  $    100  

 
 $  1,687,500  

  $    125  
 

 $  2,109,375  
  $    150  

 
 $  2,531,250  

  $    175  
 

 $  2,953,125  
  $    200  

 
 $  3,375,000  

 
    *Note: Calculations based upon assumption that levy  

  would be collected on same the basis as hospital levy. 
 

One should note as well that as the City moves forward with potentially changing its investment 
portfolio from strictly high quality bonds to also involve equity and other financial instruments, this 
will generate additional investment earnings. The current General Capital Reserve has this 
potential already accounted for in the later years of the Capital Budget that was presented to 
Council.  This has accounted for approximately $4 million in additional revenue over the five 
years. 
 
Expenditure Prioritization: 
 
Expenditure prioritization, or Priority Budgeting, is a method of rationalizing expenditures based 
upon a fundamental shift in the approach to budgeting. That shift being to move from what is 
needed to what can be accomplished with available funding. In essence, to spend within a 
municipalities means of financing. Attachment #1 Priority Based Budget Process is a high level 
overview of priority based budgeting from the Canadian Association of Government Finance 
Officers. 
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A key component of priority budgeting is to develop a program inventory. Since the City of 
Moose Jaw produces a five year detailed capital plan, we essentially have that program 
inventory. Steps in a priority –driven budgeting process if applied to the Capital Budget would 
include: 
 

1. Prioritize Capital Programs based upon things such as: 

a. Immediate need 

b. Essential programs and services 

c. Safety  

d. Impact on citizens 

e. Alignment with City’s goals & priorities 

f. Identify programs that have a payback and increase priority 

g. Identify programs that enhance the community’s social and cultural needs. 

 
2. Do the important things (priorities) well which means not doing other things of a lessor 

priority. 

3. Question past patterns of spending, just because we have always allocated money 
in certain ways should not be a predetermination of future allocations. 

4. Spend within your means. 

Combination of the three approaches: 
 
Any combination of one-time funding, additional funding sources, or expenditure prioritization 
could be utilized as a means of balancing the General Capital Reserve.   
 
 
OPTIONS TO RECOMMENDATION   
 

1. Utilize a combination of methods to fund the 2018 shortfall.  

a. Make an Accumulated Surplus Contribution of $1,613,791 to the General Capital 
Reserve. 

b. Implement an infrastructure levy for 2018, at $50 per taxable property on the 
same basis as the current hospital levy, which would generate $843,750 for the 
General Capital Reserve. 

c. Apply the concept of Priority Budgeting to the 2018 array of capital requests and 
reduce the requests by at least $250,000 in order to balance the 2018 
expenditure requests to available funding. 

d. Direct City Administration to apply a Priority Budgeting approach to the 2019 to 
2023 Capital Budget process. 
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2. Utilize the one-time funding sources identified in this report to fund the 2018 shortfall: 

a. Accumulated Surplus contribution of $1,613,791. 

b. One-time use of Traffic Safety Initiative Reserve Funding for the balance which 
currently would be $1,093,087. 

3. Implement an Infrastructure Levy of $161 per taxable property including each unit of 
multi-residential housing units. This would generate approximately $2,717,000 annually. 

4. Prioritize Capital Expenditures in 2018 resulting in $2,707,000 in projects being deferred to 
future years or eliminated altogether from the Capital Plan. 

PUBLIC AND/OR STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT 
 
As part of the City’s public input process, individuals or groups can present a submission to 
Budget Committee in respect to the Operating or Capital Budget. At this point, no groups have 
come forward but if any do, they will be allowed to present at this meeting.  
 
COMMUNICATION PLAN 
 
All of City Council’s deliberations on the budget will occur in public in City Council Chambers. 
The only exceptions would be confidential matters that fall under part III of the LAFOIP Act. The 
citizens of Moose Jaw are encouraged to attend any of these meetings. 
  
STRATEGIC PLAN 
 
Budgeting forms the basis for the carrying out of the City’s strategic and administrative plans. 
The business plans and capital initiatives that will be presented by the various departments will 
address many of the strategic themes within those two plans. For more detail on the themes 
addressed, please refer to the Departmental Business Plans contained in the Operating Budget. 
 
OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN 
 
Not applicable to this report. 
 
BYLAW OR POLICY IMPLICATIONS 
 
Not applicable to this report. 
 
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
Council’s decisions as it relates to the General Reserve portion of the Capital Budget will result in 
either an increase in revenues of approximately $2,707,000, a reduction of expenditures of a 
similar amount or a combination of the two. 
 
PRIVACY IMPLICATIONS 
 
Not applicable to this report. 
  
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS/IMPLICATIONS 
 
There are no official community plan, bylaw or policy, or privacy implications or other 
considerations. 
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PUBLIC NOTICE 
 
Public Notice pursuant to the Public Notice Policy as incorporated into the City Administration 
Bylaw No. 5175 of 2016 is not required. 
 
PRESENTATION 
 
VERBAL:   X AUDIO/VISUAL:   NONE: 
 
 
ATTACHMENTS 
 

1. Canadian Association of Government Finance Officers, Priority Based Budget Process.  

 
 
Respectfully Submitted By, 
 
 
 
 Brian Acker     
Brian Acker, B.Comm., CPA, CMA 
Director of Financial Services 
 
BA/sp 
 
 
APPROVAL OF REPORT RECEIVED     COMMENTS RECEIVED 
 
 
 
_______Not Applicable______________ 
Name/Title of Department Head 
 
 
 
 Myron Gulka-Tiechko    
Myron Gulka-Tiechko, Acting City Manager 
 
 
 
 Fraser Tolmie     
Fraser Tolmie, Mayor 
 
 
 
 
 
To be completed by the Clerk’s Department only. 
 
Presented to Regular Council or Executive Committee on _____________________________________________________. 
 
No. _________________________         Resolution No. _________________________________________________ 
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